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FOREWORD

To implement an educational 'approact) successfully, one must match the philoso-
phy of evaluation with that of instruction. This is partieularly true When individual-
ization is the key dement in the educational approach. Yet, as important as it is to
achieve this match, the task is by no means simple for the teacher. In fact, without
specific resource matertalS to helplthn, he is apt to lind the task overwholaing. For
this reason, ISCS lias developed a set ofindividualixed evaluation materials as part of
4B.Individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP) program. TheSe materials are designed
to assist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and to help them
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the needs of all their students.

The two modules concerned with evaluation, Individualizing Objective Testin) and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can1 be used by small groups of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teache s in a local.school enviromn6t. HOpefully,
they will do 'more than give each teac wr an overview of individualized evaluation.
T,hese ITP modules suggest key strate forachieving both subjective and objective
evaliiation of.each student's proiwess. And to make it easier for teachers to put such
strategies into practice, ISCS has pr duced the'associated booklets entitled PerfOrm-
ance Objectives.Perforniance Assessment. Resources. and PerjOrmance Checks. Using
these materials, the teacher can objectively assess the student's mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, and subject ntattu of the ISCS program. And the teacher can obtain,
at' the moMent when they are needed, specific suggestion8for remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If you are an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
oping an individualized_evaluation.program best suited to your oWn settings and thus
further enhance the indivklualized character of your ISCS program.

The. Cd-birec
Intermediate science Curriculum Study
Km 415, W.H. Johnston Building
415 North Monroe Street
Tallalia,s-see.,.Florida 32301
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A 'certain species of insect has nine features that show variation. They are eye color,. WYY
.eye shape, body color,.body shape, length of antenna, size oçwing, shape of wing, 03-CoreIA
pattern of veins in the wing, and leugth of bristles. According.to the two-bit model,
what is the total number of bits that this insect received for all olthese nine features?

. .

A type of fly receives information for eye color, eye shape, wing shape, body color, WYY
and. body,shape. The possible variations of these features are shown below. 03-Core-2A

FEATURE BIT.

. KEY.

VARIATION BIT VARIATION

Eye color

Eye shape

Wing shape

Body color

Body shape
_

red

mund

Iong

brown

fat .

brown

lit shaped

short

yellow

skinny
e-jovw.rw.

Use the tvio-bit nwdel and the key above to determine"the appearance of the fly that
inherited the Nis shown in,the table below. List the feature number, and afterthe
number state the yriation of the feature that the fly will show. (Example:: 1. red)

FEATURE
NUMBER

3

4

5.

FEATURE

eye color

eye shape

wing shape

body color

bvdy shabe.....

BIT I

13

BIT 2

4.

Suppose. you did an experiment with fruit flies aPd found that your results did not WYY
zigree with what the two-bit niodel predicts. 03-Core-3A

I What should you do to establish the value.of Our results?
2. How can your results affect the model?

Several people investigated patterns of inheritance before Mendel did.. llowever, they WYY
were not successful i'n explaining the patterns they saw. State two reasons why 03-Exc 6-1-1A
Mendel.was suci...essful in iinderst andiiir patterns of inheritance.

Several people unsuccessfully jnvestigared inheritance before 'Mendel did.- Mendel . WYY

used *the systekc approach. mathematics. and a model. Explain the importance of 03-EXC. 6-1-2A
4

.each olthese to Scientific problems.

6



wYy
03-Exc 6-2-1A

In s-w---&Lit peas, de bit for purple flowers (P) is .dominant over:the bit for White
flowers.Q5). ThAit for wrinkled seeds (W) is dominant over the bit for smooth seeds
.(w), Suppose you had "a sweet pea that was pure strain for purple flowers (PP) and
For 'smooth seeds ( ww). You 'crossed this plant with-one that was pure strain.fot
white flowers (pp) and wrinkled seek (WW): Predictthe appearance of the first-
generation offspring of this cross..

WYY You may raer to Excursion 6-2 to help you answer this check. In sweet peas, the
Exc 6-2-2A bit For purple flowers (P) is dominant over the bit for white flowers (p). The bit

For wrinkled seeds (W) is-dominant ever the birt for smooth seeds (w). SUppose you
had a sweet pea that was pure strain for. purple. flowers (PP.) and for smooth seeds._
( ww). You *crossed that plant .with one thatfwas pure strain for white flowers (pp)
and for wrinkled seeds (WW ), Predict the ratio of the feature variations you would
find in the second-generation offspring of this cross.

WYY When a white cow (WW) and a red bull (RR).are mated, the offspring are neither red
-03-Exc 7-1-1A nor white but a light 'red color called roan (RW). The genetic bits for colOr do not

seem to mask each other completely.. Copy the charts below.. Then predict the
appearance orthe orkpring ol the two separate crosses,

Chart 1. Roan Roan

Chart 2.
Red Roan

7

7 7



A large family was studied to find the pattern cif inheritance of Wue eyes and brown
.eyes. Brown eyes were found.to doininant overhlué eyes.

Ask your teacher for a copy of- the chart below or paper to trace it. State a
possible pair of bits of information that each person Shown in the-chart could h,ave by
writing the bit 6y,mbols -in the small circles under each large symbol on your chart.
Use B to repri!sent the bit for brown eyes and b to represent the bit for blue eyes.

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

WY`,
02-Core-22A

. KEY

Female with
brown eyes

0 Female with
-blue eyes

Male with
brown eyes

fl Male with
blde eyes .

0 0 Places for
bit symbols

You have leagitI, that the bit for tasting PT(' is domimint over the bit for not tasting WYY
it. Suppose'Ojn can taste PT(' and his wife cannot. Nothing is known at)out their 02-Core-23A
parents' ability. to taste PTC.

1. Will their first chik1 be a tas.ter?
2. Explain. youraliswer.

Construct an inheritance chart f9r the inheritance of the ability to taste PTC for the WYY
families described below. Use squares and circles and shading and nonshading. Neor 02-Core-24A.
each square or circle, write the person's name and a' possible -pair of bits which that
person may have. Use T for taster and t for nontaster. .

Grud father James-Jackson is a taster: but Grandmother Rose Jackson is ationtaster. 1
Their chiklren, George and Betty. arc tasters. .

Grandfather Andy Hill is a nontasteF, but Grandmotheer Sue Hill is a taster. Two
of their children,. Bob, and Susan, ore tasters. Their other child, Lois, is a nontaster.

Betty Jackson marries Bob 11111. Their boy, Henry: is a taster, but their other child, ...
Isabel, is a noritaster. .



WYY The bit for black hair (B) is dominantover the bii for white hair (b) in guinea pigs.
02-Exc 4-1-1A Suppose you crossed a black-haired guinea pig (Bb) with a white-haired guinea pig

(bb).
1. Use a chart like that shown below t6 determine the possible combinations

. of bits.that the offspring coydd have.
2. What is the ratio of black-haired offspring to White-haired offspring?

47.

4
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Suppose that a scientimst- 'crosse,d twO, plants and found that the offspriing were not WYY

explained by the two-bit model. He repeated the cross several' times and got the 02-Core-12A
same results. Select the answer that best describes what he should do next.

a. Ignore the results of his experiment because they do not agree with the
two-bit model. 1

,

b. Devise a new model that explains only the new results.
c. Publish a paper giving-his data and stating that the two-bit model is- wrong

and must be thrown out.
d. Try to change the twbrbit model so that it explains both his new data and

the old data. /
e. Change his data to agree #1th the two-bit model.

Susan.wanted to find opt if ti tall pea plant she had 'was pure.strain. She knew that .

the bit for tallness would mask the bit for dwarfness in peas. She crossed her un;
known plant with one that 'she knew ..was pure strain for tallness. All. the first-
generation offspring of this gross were tall.

1 . Was the unknown (plant pure strainfor tallness?
2. Explain your answer. ,

1-) WYY

02-C re-

Roland ,wants to determine if a tall wheat plant is pure strain for Wight:. He knows WY.Y

that the bit for tallness will mask the bit for dwArfness. 'He test-crosses tbe Unknown 92-Corel 4A
tall wheat plant with. a pure-strain dwarf wheat plant. Half of the first-generation
offspring of this cross are tall and half are dwarf.

I Is the unknown tall wheat plant pure strain for heiskt?
.2. Explain, your answer. .You may wish to include a diagrain in your expla-
.nation.

Matt** to find out if a tall bean plant is pure strain for tallness. He knoWs,that the WYY
bit fo.441triess masks the bit for dwarfness in beans.; He test-crosses the unknown tall. 02-Core-16A

. .

plant with a pure-strain dwarf bean plant. The first-generation offspring of this ctoss
are all tall.

1: Is the unknown tall bean plant pure strain for tallness?
. 2. Explain your answer.

\ A pure-strain plant with purple flowers is crossed with a plant that is pure strain for WY Y

.white flowers. AU the first-generation offspring of this (Ass have purple flowers. 02-Core-16A

Explain why there are no white-flowering plants among the firstleneration offspring.

.

What does the term recessive bit rnean as it is used in the two-bit model? I WYY
4

02-Core-17A

What does the term dominant bit mean as it is used in the two-bit model? WYY
02-Core-18A

ft_
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.92-Core-194 .

041

... Suptae-.you hayelhe'report of a Stu dy 'ot the feature vl.iriatic;ns shown below :which
'uses the viYmbols'ilt 'the- right%and cOlumn of the table. : Write the riumbOs oi:-the .;.'.: .

feature Vartationg. hsted obe.low.. After each nth-111*pr, state-wheihe.r the featdre
. .,

variation is*dominant or retkssive.
.

.

, . :
FEATUlk:YARIATIVN

i

SYMBOl., FOR TRE.:....' .:1=. :

'BIT.O.F-l1'4PORMAt1ON'

. Spotted Sec& . . 1. b: . ..

....,-,
2, Red flOviers 4

-1.

..

-
: N3. Wrinkled pods

4. Yellow hail-. . . . ..1.7.

,

,

WYY Write the numbers of theleature 'Variations listed.beloW.-. After 'each number, write .

02-Core-20A a syrnbol 'to represent .each,Of the featttre: variations. i
I. Blue.eyes (recessive) .. -

2. Purple tioweTs.(deminant) 0

3. Yellow body (dominant) , ,

4. Wrinkled seeds (rece's.sive). .-,
. .

WYY 'Sally's parents and grandparents ll had blue eyes. 'Bill's parents and grandparents
02-Core-21A all had brown eyes. .

THE BILL SCOTT,FAMILY .

Sally.Sctt
blue eyes

Peter
brown eyet

MI

1. In the Bin Scott faMily which variation. bfue eyes,, or brown. eyes is

dominant? 0

,

2. Which variation is' 'recessive?_

3. State the reason for your an§wers to questions 1 and 2.

'4)
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..

Jaines; has t leiseeondrgeneration 'offspring of a:erOss between two 0.1m-strains of . ' W4Y..

' .faiit Ili e has tOst Ins.recordS of the aPpearances. of the:original .parents and the
.

-02Core-lA

first-gener ton offspring. Suppose that he has 38 red-eyed flies and 1.2 orange-eyed
. . . i

fli6 in tke second-generation offspri4g. ....-' i

. . -1..State the eye color.,of each of the original/pure-Mrain parents.
.2. State theeye color of thefirst-generation offspring of this cross.

Jennifer erosses two pure:strain fruit flies, -one with red eyes and the otherwith - 'WYLY.

. yellow eyes. -She finds that all the first-generation ofkpring of this cross have red
.

02-Cor}-,2k

eyes. . ... ,.

The first-generation offspring are then .crossed with each 9thee. Predict the ratio
of red-eyed fruit flies and yellow-eyql fruit flies that will result from t his 'second 'cross:

,.

_Chobs the statement- below' tllat best describes the patt&n by which leatUres' are- WYY
.

. , -

'. pussed from parents to offwring. .
02,Core-3A

; a.-The offspring shoW tlmsame features as theirfemale parent.
.

..

b. The features of the offspring are 'different froM those 'of both of their

0

parenTs.
".e'The offspring genrally show some featurein eomMon with'each of their

parents. .. .

d The offspring show t-he same features as their male parent.
,. - ._ ..

.

What is t name of the science which deals with the pa ernS'of inheritance?
, .

WYY
02-Core-4A

The. Ugures below show a possible way to eN.plain a cross between browb beans and
. .wite° beans, using the one-bit model of inheritance. What are the assumptions of

, the one-bit model of inheritwice?

.Ptire:straih
parent 111

111 x
'Brown Sik

Pure-strain
parent 1/2

White

First-genbration offspring

Brown

Pure-strain Pure-strain
parent 111 parent //2

Brown bit White bit
of information of information

p First-generation offspring

ft

.

WYY
02-Core5A

5.
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VP/Y-.
.12-Cote-6A. . most features?

Why is the one-bit model of inheritance not. a satisfactory model Of inherihance for

wyNe
acore-76

There'are two models for .light .wave model and the et 'el...model: Select the
Most Amportatit reasbn below for lccerting one model iather than the otter.

*. a. One model was developed more, recently.
b. One model agrees more closely- with, the experimental evidence.. .

c. model involves le,ss math and. iS easier to underst nd:
. A famous seiefitistdevelopeckOne of the models.

.
Scimeone told..you one imNlelisfight and the other is wrong.

lifYY
02-Core-8A

. State the assumptions of th'e twp-bit 7del of infieri4nce.
.

V.

a

WY Y
1 . .

The inheritance . ..ol441 o we r color in lilacS 'follows the two-bit model. PUrple color Or:
. *

02-COre.-9A masks white color. .Suppose ou crossed pure-strain wliite lilacs witli pure-grattv
purple lilacs. . .

.
0 '.-lt6 0 .., 1. What will be theAlor of the floWers clf the first-generatioeoffspring of this

V

cross?. .

2.'What will be , the color of the Slower% of the secOndlienenition lfspring
of this cross? Include a ratio in your answer. .

. .

WYY
,

. hipn UsO .a..plant that is .pure strain fpr Hie masked (recessive) variatiOn.ora.feature.
Onore-10A ,: . in' a Jest eross. Why wotildn't a plant. tha (is pure strain'for the maskg,Vittriatidii be:-....

used in the+cross? . .

WYY : /* fiy crossed two pure strains of plants: One %yds pure strain for yellow weds (gg), ,

02-Core-.11 A" alit! the. other Was pure strain for green seeds. (GG). His data are shoWn below:-
. n . .

e.

GENERATION
,. ''

.

. PLANTS WITH
.: 'YELLOW SEEbS

PtANTS WITH ..,
. GREEN SE.EDS'

.. Parents"

tst-generation
ofkpring

2nd-generation
orkpring

.

I

0 .

73
,

1

. 20

..

71

,

. Can you explain these data-, using the two-bit model of inheritances
2. Explain .your answer.

A

,

13
I
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Suppose you crossed i6)ea'plant that was pure strain for white flowers with one that
was pure strain for .yellow flowers. Whicli statement best describes the flowerS of
the first-generation offspring of this cross?

a. Half-the plantS will have white flowers, and half will have yellow flowers.
b. Either All the plants will have white flowers; or all the plants will have

yellow flowers.
c. There Will be a 3-to-I 'ratio of plants.with yellow' flowers to plants with

.white flowers. 90)
d. There will be api,3-to-I ratio of plants with white flows torplants with

yel w flowers.
e.'All t e plants will,have'yellow- and white-spotted floWers.

.

%WY
01-Core-18A ,

(

. .

Suppose you were p cross snapdragons that were pure strain, for yellow flowers with
snapdragons that were pure strain fqr putple flowers. Select thestatement below
that best descrTbes.the appeaiance of the seciped-generation offspring of this cross.

a: Half of the plants wsill have all purple flowers, and the other half will have
all yellow flowers.

b. All of the plants will have one-color flowers, but I eannottell if they will
be yellow'or purple.

C. All;of the plants will have half purple flowers and half yellow flowers.
-: 'd. Some plants will have all yellOw flowets, .andthe others will have all

purple flowers. There will be-a_3-to-11 ratio of thq.colors:,
'e. All of the flowerswill be part yellow and part purple.

4.

WYY
. 01-Core-19A

Two pure_straim of-tulips were crossed. In the second-generafion offspring of this WYY
cross, there were 163 plants-with red flowers 'mid 48 plants with yellow flowers: 01-Ccee-20A.

I. What did The tlowers of the first-generation offsminglookike?
, .

2. iiiiig4ki the flowers otithe parent plantsloqk liku .,
"

Yourleacher will obS'erve you for this Check when he ean. WYY
01-Core-21A

Your teacher will olikerve you for this check when he can. VVYY

01-Core-22A

Your teacherwill observe you for this chrck When he can. WV,
01-Core-23A

Your teacher will observe you for this eheck4vhen he can. 1NYY

01-Core-24A

Your teacher will observe youf or.this check %/lien he can. WYY.
01-Core-25A

.

'#
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WYY In reporting expettnents done to find out how characteristics are inherited, the word
01-Exc 1-1-1A cross is often used. Define the word cross as it is used hi such reports. -*

Wyy,
01-Exc 1-2-1A

Below are two definitions of ways in which people differ. Study,these definitions,
and answer the two questicinsihat tollow.

Definition a: A person's treasure-finding index is his ability tO'find valuable Obje'cts
whjch'have been buried..
Definition b: A student's sprint. index is a measure olhow rapidly he can run for
short distanctv It is measured by timing how long it takes the s to.run 100
meters on a Cindertrack.

I. Which of the abovt is an akrational definition?
2. Explain the reason for your answer.

wrif Whenever possible, an operational definition ot anything should answer two questions.
01-Exc 1-2-2A What are the questions that it should answer?

WYY kiet o r was crossing fruit flies _during the winter.- He stored his vials on the sheK
.01-Exc 1-3-1A. hext to the wuow ,S6hie of 'his crosses were very slow in hatching, tind some ricver

: (levelpped hit0241nits..at. all: WItht Was the most likely' cauw of Victbt's,problerliV
. .

."
,

WYY What is the total number of'bifs of infofmation .14it all of Our great-grandparents
01,Exc 1-4-1A , , had for the feature eye color? .%

WYY Peter has blue 4es. His great-grandfather Lucas had blue eyes. his greattgrandfather
01-Exc 1-4-2A Joseplphad hazel eyes, and his great,,grandmother Mary had blue eyes..

1 . Can you determine which of his three great-grandparents contributed.the
bits for Peter's blue eyes?
2. Explain your answer.

WYY Mary counted 8. boys and 17 ,girls in her class. What is the rough ratio of girls to
01-Exc 2-1-1A boys in her class? Express fije ratio to the nearest tenth;or I decimal plue .

WYY Bill,calculated the rough ratios shy below. Convert thaw to rounded-off ratios.
01-Exc 2-1-2A 1. 2.1 to 1.

?.9 to.,1
3. 8.3 to 1

..
. ...,::: 14i.,;,;./

4..15.7 'to 1

0.5S'

:

. A

4.
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- 4
r. What parts of plants ari'd animals produce spetinl ...

0 WYY
2. What does a sperm do? 01-Core-lA

. .

For many organisms,-.producifig4offspring involves eigs and sperm.
I. What is the source of hn egg?

,

2. W.riat is,the functioir of the egg?

. wvv
01-CCre-2A

- State what happens tt sperm duri4 the maag at:animals. WYY
01CCors-3A

Get an etheriz.or, wale ether--,,and vial!WYY-0 I -Core-4 &dm the supply area.j Etherize WYY. .
the fruit tlies,in tivial. Ilave your teacher chock the4therized fruit-flies. 4 01,Core4A ,

.
. .

Get viil .v/Yy-o I-Core-S. two empty capped vials, an etherizer, and some ether from WYNNb

the .supply area, Do not remove 4.4 flies froM tlfe vial yet. .Etherize'all-the; flio....._,-;'--- 01tCore-5A
Shake the vial gently. Remolie the flies froM the vial, Put the dead flieS.and the ,

ethetized fliesiuto separate vials. Cap the viiils, and label each as containing deador , ,

etherized flies. Have your teacher check your,Work.. Return all the flies to the vial
',you got them frem.... ,, -!

Get an etherizer, Iwo eniy vials with caps, some ether, and vial Wry-ol-Core-6 froni
::.th* supply area. Etherize the fruit flies. Separate the male fl ie. from the female

flies,' and put them into separate vials. Cap the vials, and label eaeh as containing
male or female flies. Haveyour teacher check your work. Return all the flies to the
original vial.

wvv
01-Core-6A.

State the steps you wobld follow to obtain virgin female fruit flies from a vial con- 4 WYY
taining nonadplt and adult fruit flies. 01-Core-7A

Give an oPerational definition pf the tern.] pure strain. Wri
01-Core-8A .

4
List the stagos in the life cycle-.01 a truit

'

/ANY
61-0004A

Gerjzir WYY-.0 I-Core, I 0 and a hand lens from the supply.area. Point out to your, (
. leacher the egg, IlKlarva. the pupa and the adult stages in'the 'jar. ;

WYY .
01-Core-WA

' '. What appearance Would be possible fo,-r first-generation offspring of a MSS between g WYY
fruit flies that are pure strain fiir yellow bodies and fruit flies Iliat-iire pure strain 01-Core,i1A

, i
. for black bodies? ,. .

-.. ,

1 6
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WYY John studied some flowering plants which have many. different katures that show
01-C9re-12A variation. Why would John study the inheritance of only one feature, such as seed

one experintent °although the plants inherit many features at one time?

WYY . Andy. Lad two pure' strains of be.ans. One strain had plain seeds, and the other stein
'01-Core-13A had spotted seeds. He erogsed the strainsto get the first-generation offsprin$: Then

he crossed the fir4eneration offspring tolget the second-generation offspring. Se-
lect tlr answers below that agree .with the results he would get.

rit 1. The first-genenation offspring seeds' ;

a. were all the same. I It'
. b. were a mixture of plain see d spotied seeds. . ;

2. The--secOnd-generation offspri seeds , .

a. were all the same. , -./
b..were a mixture of plain seeds and spotted seeds.

WY`,
01-Core-14A

Joe crossed two puye-strain bean plants.- One had silptted seeds, and the. other had
plain .brown seeds. 'He erOssed the first-generation offspring with each other. Pr
diet the most likely ratio of variations of seed spots he will ,get in the second-
g.eneration ofkpring.

.

WYY Tell your teacher that you are about to. do.this Chiwk.
01-COre-15A In. the.supply area, ybpm/i1i, find ox of beans labeled WYY-0 1 -Core-1 S. Quickly

and. accurately, estiniatetille ratio of brown beans to while beans in the box.

WYY
01-Core-16A

Get vial A fronLhox WYY-0.1-CoreL.-16 in the supply area. Examine the beans care-
fully. Are they pure-strain beans?

'WYY the table below refers to the offspring produced by mating two pea plants, both of
01-Core-17A which had yellow seeds.

I

GFINERAT1ON SEED COLOR

Parents yellow

1st-generation yellow
oft:wring

2nd-generation yellow
offspring

4

I. According- to the NC'S two-bit model:is this variety of pea pure strain for
. .

seed color?
2. Explain your answer.

UV

7

A
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NOTES TOtHE STUOENT

Now that you have cympleted several chapiers, excursions, Arid self-evaluations, you
are'ready to help.your teacher iletermine how well you are 'doing. The performance

checks in this book wilt'provide your teacher with this information. Then.your
teacher can help you with things you may not understand and can keep a record

of your progress.

Read the next section cirefutly. It explains some important things about the per-
fonnance cheeks in this book, and it giyes you specific suggestions for using thetn.

e

What Yog, Need To Know about Perfamance Checks
,

I . Y,ou do perform6nce checks when you are, ready.`.. Per-

formance checks are someWhat bite 'the queMionsin thy self-'

evalnations yOu do them when you arg repdy, not when
the tvhole class is ready.
2: Your teacher or both of you decide how many you do.
Your teacher or you and your teacher- together will (Weide

which oneS you should-do. You are not expected 'to do all
of the performance checks.

3. There are three forms for each performance check. Every
performance check is written in three forms A. 1. an4 C.
(The title of this booklet tells-you whether it is Form A. B. or

C'.) Usually the answers °for each form are differelit. When

you dO a check. you will use only one form. yhe A. B. and C
forms are atways in different booklets. Within each booklet

all the performance objectives for the same unit aredr-sted
together. A unit contains two'or three chiipters and their re-
lated excursions.. These units are in numerical order: EaCh
unit has performance .checks based on core material and per-

ormance checks.based on excursions.
4. Each performance check has iMmn number. The nUmber
is in the 'outside margin of the page and will look like ..this:

1V-03,-Core- I 7A or WY Y-02-.Exc 4-2-2A. -These nuni hers itlean
0

IV 01- ('ore I 7 A

(7,x =
.-..

4)
.... .--

;).
t=6)

and WYY 02 Exc 4-2 -2 A

,
0 Z2 i ,x IP 04t... W

rt.r 0
---)
,. ..

cr et. ton n
-t

0n
,t-

t=6)

4

. )4,



5. Each performance check is separated; from \ the Other.
. There is a line'before each performance check .and one:after ..
it.. Some performance checks have several-parts., so do.every-
thing called for. between the lines. .If there.is no line at the
bottom of a 'Page, the check is continued onto the next page.
6. Sometimes you will need to Use:equipment. If special

.;. materials are needed, they.'will be. in 'boxes4abeled with the.
.: same number and sometimes the.same letter top.as the -pet: .,

formance check for which you need.thern.. .

.* 7. SOme performance checks have two or mete-answers. If
. more than one answer is-correct, you must sleet all the cor-
rect choices:. In stich cases selecting jusC ore answer is not .
:hough... - - . , ,' ,

. .... , .8. Some Oerformance checks haVe no answirs.. Occasionally,. . ,

-yOu.ifiay -be asked to do sonmithins that is'impossible and to
' i

,eplain Your 'lanswer, .. If so, say that fife task is,impossiblo
and explain Why. . .,

#

This isn't the kind df
checkbook you Write in.

9. You share books of performance checks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your answers on other paper.
Give the number and form of the performance check for each
ahsWer you 'write. If you are to draw a graph, a chart; Or a
mapyour teacher-May provide you with grid paper or a copy'
of:fhe.map orchart.

10.. Your teacher or,his assiStant will collect and mark your
checks. And sometimes you must ask him to watch or asist
you as you do a cheek. N

11. Sometimes a review procedure will be suggested. ,If you
can't do. a performanie check; you may be asked to review
a part of the text or a self:evaluation question. You may
then .be checked on the same material, so be .sureyou under- T

stand the material you review. Ca -help if you need it.

:

.
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Tim Pu,t-85 beans into a glass jar. He -asked ; ten different 'people to estimate hoW
, many boons were in .the jar. Their.estimates are 'llown beloW.

-1

NAME
1

ESTIMATE

Gary , 105

Helen 75

'1(.11ren 93

Brian 58

Rieth. . 69

Ralph

Carol ,

.95

86

Gerry 73

fat- 120

Richard 88

'VW

44.

lf -

02-Core-18A

a

What-is the mean error of these estimates? Show your cdleulations.,'

- :

.

i

You had several people estimate when one minute had passed. You then calculated IV

the Mean error of theirystimates: Why is the mean error of measurements calculated?, .02-ore-19A

Harry- tested several students to see how accurately they could estimate when 15 IV

seconds had passed. His data are shown beloW. 02-Core-20A

STUPENT ESTIMATED TIME
(in seconds)

Jim 1;2

Susan 14

ft

Nancy

'Fran

9

Caro 13

Johb 18 4

Sally 17

Mary 12 .
Wes 16

George 15

What is,the mo'de error for the time sense of these students?.-.Show your calculations.

4

1 a.

4.



IV 14

02:Cort21A

... ,
In much research about eo , the researchers measure patterns and siMilarities.
within groups. -Why many. researchers More. concerned 'about similarities than
about individual differences? -Y..,

4.

Gilbert calculated the mean age of aifThe students in his -class to be 14:years 4 M9nths..-
02-Core-224 Rosalee is one.of the.stud4ts in-4tis class.

!I

I. Using only the above information, can you determine ?Rosaleefs age to the
nearest Month? .

EXplain your answer.
1

IV : , .t...Mrs. Hill tested her students'- reading speed. Shea 4

.:-. 02-ficc 3-1-1A . collected. .,-

I . List the lt;tters of the pOint; in:the histogra
. $ the histogram to a line graph.

2. Wliat are these point's called? ,

tted a histogram of the data
,

that she slioulakise to change \
°i

,

Ia b c

50-74 75-99 100-124125-149 150-174 175-199 200-224

READING SPEED (in words per minute)

IV
62-Exc 4-1-1A

Use a prOttackg to measure the size of the two angles belOw. Record your answers
on a separate paper.

22
,
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*. . -Henry: measured th.s.' height of aH th students, in his class, His measurements in
.. inches are slic;wn below. ,' , :

'.-.'159 ,,,7, . 58 61 ' .31 5.8 59 ..63 70 60' I' ;
62 60 58: 6(.-' 62 ..64 61 .63 54 67

.:64 62 68 5:7. 60 '59 58 61.-.. 0.

4,Constkuct p table like the oiie below,.an4.group .I-lenry's data 'n fifths.,

4

..FIFTH LIMITS OVRANGt
FOR TJ-ItT FI-E.T1-1.

NUMBER OF
IN DIVIoliAll

,.. 1, . .

2.,, -1 ',.

1 . r

. .

- A

; 3 .

,

4 . .

5.. .
.

.

02-Core-10A

1/4

Scientistg will often do an experiment, collect some data, and' draw a corrclusion. IV

from their data. Then they will repeat the eXperiment, collecting even more data. 02-Core-11A

Why are 'experiments often repeated,many times?

You made three measurements of each stuant's peripheral Vision.and averaged the IV
measurements. Why did you make three measurements and average them instead 02-Core-12A

of making only one measurement?

The students of Bell Junior High School were selling pizzas to raise money for the 11V

school band. Cindy was in charge of keeping the records for- her team. The number 02-Core-13A

of pizzas each student sold is shown below.
!As the number of pizzas Hat.* sold
above or -below the mean for the'whole

,classr
2. How farabove or below the mean is ie?

STUDENT NUMBER,OF
PIZZAS SOLD

Harold

Jim

Bert

Karen
-

Lloyd'

:Hank .

NorMa
..

Dennis

Ted .-

Riek:"

.,

0

.,

-,

,

.

..".,

8

4

(j

6

23

'')
0.

0

1

5-

8 ".

,
.

.



IV
02-Core-14A

Janice had a pair of white mice that occasionalWproduced Offspring. She kept track
.of the numberbf baby mice in each litter. Her data are shown below.

41,

LITTER
NUM BER

.

NUMBER OF
BABY. MICE

4 .

/ . 3
.

3 6
.

4
,

5 3

6 6

Total
-

30

Mean
_

z

l lb

How is it possible for the mean litter size to be 5 although there was no litter with
5 mice in it? -

I
IV Your text states that "Perhaps the best example of an average [normal] person is.
02-Core15A someone whose eharacteristics are not average." Explain what is meant by this

statement.

.IV
02-pore-16A

Dr. Jansen'measured a certain worm. He found. that it was 5 cm long.
I . Based 'only 'on the data above, is it possible to determine if the worm is 7

large, medium, or small?
2. Explain the reason for your answer.

I

02-Core-17A
Van tested several students for touch sensitivity. He alsb tested. their ability to .

.locate objects by hearing.' During these tests, the students were told to keep their
eyes closed.

I . Was 444. necessary for them to keep their eyes closed during the tests?
2. Explain your.answer.'

2 4



State whether each of the pairs of words below represents a continuous or an eith,er-

or variable.
I. Tall or short
2. Alive or dead
3. Dark or light
4. Skinny or fat

IV
02-Core-1A

'MIN data have a very wide range: What is an operatiogal definition for the term
.
range as it is' used-ill/that sentence?

IV
02-Core-2A

Bill measured-the number Of push-ups the boys in his class t''ould do. His data are

shown below.
. _

STUDENT NUMBR OF
PUSH-UPS

. STUDENT NUMBER OF
PUSH-UPS

Fred: 6 Oscar 15

'(harlie 2 Tom 7

Doug 12 ROger 4

Henry 3 Jim 23,

Tim- 9
,

Caisl . %. ' 18
A

What is the range of his measurements?

IV
02-Core-3A.

Give an operational definitioli for the mean of a set of measurements. IV
02-Core-4A

Tom meavred how long it took each dthe boys in his class to run 100 meters. His IV

.clata are sho.wn below. 02-Core:5A

STUDENT
1

TIME (in sec)
J

Henry 15

Piefre 13

Roger 16

ROI 14

Chris 14 .

piil 19,

Fred 13

Mario 17

-1)

4

Calculate the mean of his measurements to the nearest whole n mber .

,

25



IV
02:Core-6A

What is meant by the-mode of a set. bfineasurements?

41,

A IV
02-Core-7A

24-

.

# Barbara asked her classmates to keep track-of thc number of hoiirs of television theY
'watched in a week... Her data are Shown below.

STUDENT
,.

TIME ---

ffin hours)
VIIDEN;p-

. , ..

TIME
(in hours)

Nick \-4*

.Wendy
. .

Jo*
Bob

Henry

Janice

2

7

5
v

0

i. -6 f

8

,,

Jean

I5oug

Sheila
,

Mike

Brucl

L
Cathy

.

J

1

6

-- A

23.

11

3

-

,

What is the mode of this set of Measurer*?
. .

p.

IV
02-Core-8A

Hank measured the weight of each student in his. class: His tabl f data hown
sibelow.

WEIGHT
(in pounds)

70-79

80-89 4

90-99 6

1 00:109

N1u,P19q

120-129 3

130-139
u

140-149 -) xo
%

.

' .4*Get a piece oni your teacher. On it, construct ahistogram of Hack's.
data.

IV Why are-data often arranged in histograths or' in other kinds.of graph's?
02-Core-9A. .1.:.

. .4 a . .
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41,

4 ,

Round.off the following measurements to the nearest whole ntimber.

. 1.. 114.2 cm, . t

,
2. 864.6 cm n

3. 291.9 cm
4. 359.5 cm' '

,

, c

IV
01-Excl-1-2A

4
4

Salljt, meatired tlie handedness:of acli.Of her classmates. She separated the esults for ,,,
the boys and girls.: 'Hy- data are shown belOw.

..

s

.
'-,

-

5 HA&DEDNESS

LH . RH Totali

',tio'ys I . 14 .

difig 12
%

15

Totals 22 29

Suppose . someone, made the statement that girls are more likely to be left-hadded
,tan boys..., . ''' ,..,

A eh

1 . Could yo0 use Sally's da,ta tole!l if the statement is correct?
,. 2: Explain your answer: :

.., . . 2
0

. Suppose.someone :else said that..hoys ar:e. more _likely to be right-eyed than girls-.
, . . .

:Could: yoti Use Sally's data to tell if:this statement is correct? .... .

4: :
. ,

,`..E xplain your answer.

Iv.

,,

41"'.1

,

*

A

4

.

0

4 .."; -

r.

41*

-

0.4
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Charles wanted to determine:how manystudents in his class had driver's'licenses and.

how maly did not. Cons,truct a table- ftir c,plleeting and itnalOing,hiMtastirenients":.

1 IV
01-Core.14A

i
.: -Hcather wanted' to measure the nunibo'r Of words:.a person can read in one minute, IV

'She.. had air her classmates begin reading the same story/at-0o game time-. After they 01Core-15A

had read .for one minute, sbe told thertito stop. ;Her'data are shown iir the table

.,below. Construct anotber table .of all her reading speed measurements from which

Heather will be able to'eonstrua a histogram. (Note: You need only to construet

,

.;,

Ihe table, dot to enier: the' data in the table.)
L.

NUMBER OF 'STUDENT NumBriz OF ,

WORDS READ. ,. WORDS READ
, .

Jack:. 170 Jake

Judy 1'20 Jol)n- 310
1

'Jason ,.. 250 Janet .140

Jody 270. jean _.." 100

. Jill 128 Jerry 190

Joan 195 .- Joy"
4

_ .

Jan .

,I,
Jane 20084 ,.

Joe

s.

STUDLNT

62 Jim

320

240
,

.
...

Faye wants to detettiiine'il there is any relationship between whether -a St ident is , IV

lighl-eyed or left:eyed and whether he sits on the right-hand Ist: left-kind e,,Of the 01-Core-16A
. .

classrpom. Construct a table for collecting and analyzing measturenkntsto find out

if theRevariables are related. . ,..
,

.1(1itce. wants to find out Whet her.a relationship. c.dstsbet ween a person's having a
driver's; license and lii grades in.:schisol. ConStruet table fOr collecting these.

measurements. .

IV
01-Core- i 7A

Yo'ur teacher:will Observe you for this check.when he call. IV
01-Core-18A

Your teachei will o.bserve)ydti for this 'Check whenhe cant. IV
01-Core-19A

Your' tea will observe yop for t1ui check when he can. IV
01Core,20A

28 4.
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IV
.01 -Core-21A..I

,

Your teach4.1i/ill.observe you for this..check when -he'can.
. ,

IV
01-Core-22A

Your teacher will Observe you :for thW check when he can.
u

. . ,

IV I. Suppose you measured the length of theschool's football field (100*yiiras)
01-Eic 1-1-1A in- metric. ulits. Which of the measurementS giVen beloW w.oUld.-be'closes,1

11

your measuiement?
1111 a. 9.1 cm d. 9.1 rn,

,. b. 91. ni e. 91.crn
c. 91 mm E 910 m

2. Suppose you measUred the thickness of your ISCS textbook in metric
units. Which'of the measurements given below would ,be closest to your

- measurement?
. a. 70 mui d. 7 mm

b. 7 m e. inm
c. 700 in f. 7 cm

IV
01-Exc 1-172A'

1. What is ihe distance between A and B in millimeters?
2. What is the distance between B and C in centimeters?

3/

111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111

. 1 2 3 ''4 , 5 -.6 7

IV
01-Exc 1-1-3A

.4

8
le I I

, 113 11 12 13 14 15

y,..
, .4,

, .,

Art measured the width of a board as 20.45 cm. , Peggy 'measured the.same board" '-
with- the same measuring device and reported.',it to-be 20.42. 01 wide...What is the.
most 'likely reason for the difference in their measurements? .,,, .4'b Ir 4 ! 04'

-

IV- Calculate the average pf the tbIlaving measurements to one decimal place.
01-Exc 2-1-1A 2.6 cm

4.9 cm
9.2 cm 6 ,

8.1 eni
0.

I

r
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1.

,

:Below are two definittns of wanin which people differ. Study these .definitips,
"and answer the two queZtions that follow. ,

Definition a;. -A person's oeasute-fincling itidox is his ability to:find.valuablt objects-.
which havebeen buried.

4

Definition b: A student's sprfnt Index is ,a measure of hoW rapidly he can run.for
short distances. It is measured by timing how long it takes the student to run 100
meters on a cinder track. .

I. Which of,the above is an operational,syfinition?
: 2. Explain the reason foryour answer..

e
01-COW1A

. . .. .

Whenever possible', an operational clefinitiO should ansWer two 'iluestions. What are:
the questions-that it should answer? '4

.ty
:01-Core-2A

- ,

Perhaps .you have heard people make statements such ag "All studentswith long hair IV

are just alike." . , . . 01-Core-3A

I . Can a staterngitt like this ever be trU. C? .
.

, ,... 12. Explain the reasons for your answet.

Scientists spend a great deal of time looking for patterns) in the way things change. IV .

Why? 01-Core-4A

.People'differ in their ability to Fe different sized-letters on an eye chart from several IV

feet away. The ability to see is called vision. Write an operational defipition of. 01-Core-5A

vision.

Suppose you wanted to compare the ability of different students in your class to IVe "
play the guitar. From the choices below, select therbest way of measuring guitar- 01-Core-6A

playing ability.
a. Ask each person hOw well he can play the guitar.
b: Ask. each person how many guitar lessons he has had.
c. Ask each person to play the gime unfamiliar songs, art.count the number is

of mistakes each makes. ..

d. Ask each person to.;014 the guitar, and judge how well each does.

e. Ask -a student who.knows all of the guitar players well to tell you who is
the best player.

When scientists want to compare different things., they usually try to use an appro-
priate measuring device, such 'as a rufer or a, test. State a reason why it is important
to use a measuring device when one is pvailable rather than just relying'on your own

senses.

I IV
01-Core-7A

Jo
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i lr ... . . .

IV . DiMi yas measuring readtiiin tirne, using .ihe dropping-meterstick
a

method. She' found
01-Core-8A- that Jack had a much shorter reaction'.:thne than anyöne else:. She also noticed that'

Jack watched her .han,d releaseAhe meterstick. All the other students ,had,watched
their own.fingers`With which they catight the meterstick.. Dina eondtfded /fiat a,stu.:.

, dent's reaction time, as-measured by the droppinglieterstick method, is shorterwhen, . 4

the student vtitehes the release of the ineterck.than' when he'watches the catch ,

point. DesCribe an activity which you could perform to test this idea,

'What doeS.'a scientist mean. ivhen ,he says that ki feature shows coniinuous variation?
t.

"IV What do we mean .When We say that a feature shows anxither-or variation?
4

01.-Core410A-

Iy Identify each of 'the yariabls& below either as a continuous variable Or as an either-of
01:Ctore-11A variable. .

, 1. Wfiether a student has ever seen The ocean,
, 2. How fast a. secretary can type-

s3. The lengthof a boy's hair
4. II: a man is a paiceman or ot

. 5. A person's age

IV Fred measured the heights of-the students in his class: His measurements in cm. ares
01-Core-12A 'shown below.

Fred 162., ' Hank 180. .
t:

Mary,-. 171
'Henry - 170. BrUce ,,,,:.152. Louise 162
Charles,.- -143 Wendy 1-62 . Jim 7 170

.
'Isabel ',-- 150 Greg :--1 67 , ,. -;' Stephanie:- 167
Sally 147- Brian 151

..,
Wayne 165

Betty 140 Nadine 153 . Janice - 140 ,

Draw a table similar tO the one shown below, and use Fred's measurements to
complete the table.

HEIGHT (in cm) TALLY TOTAL
__.

139:146

147-154

15.-162
,.. ,

163-170 ' .

-,..
171-178

,.

179-186

IVe

01-Core-13A
State two reasons that scientists usually arrange their data in charts, tables, or graphs.

#
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Investigating Variation

11
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(.1 ;410" .

. .

:
. Get from your teacher a copy of the. chart beloiv.9r paper tdtrace it.- ' :-., : AVYY

10 some insects, inheritance of bristle tengthc.Clepends:on the sex.of the insect: !,itn. ._ 03:Exc 7-2-1A

the males, :short bristles are dominant over long bristles.. In. the females', long ..

bristles are dominant oVer short bristles, Indicirte on your 'chart a .pbssible:pair of":
'bits carried by each of the insects., Use the letter B to-represent the bit for long

,. ,
bristles and b for short briAles. . .. I

I

.

.... -,

t.
.

,

11111 11151=0110 111, OMEN, 011011 5

.
sKEY

1 .
Male With
long bristles

Male with
short bristles

Female with
Jong bristles

,..,

O Female with ,..
short .bristles

-- Places for
bit symbols ,

r

4 .

(

, .

7'

, ... . .

King Henry 'VIII divorced several wive-because they bore him only daughters. fit , WYY

wanted a-son to.be the nexCruler. . .
1)3-Ex.c 7-3,1ks,(

I . Was his. reasoning logical when he blamed his_ Wives .for producing. only

daughters?
2. Explain your answer:

.

I

5IV
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A

'WYY
03-txc 7-4-1A

. . .

Get. a coPY bf the chat labeledWYY-03-Exc.7-4-1 frorn your leaCher. You May use..
. . . , .

Excursion.774 tohelkYou.:answei. this 'check. In fruit 'flies, thp X Chromosome carries .

the bit for the recessive variation yellow body color (XY). The Y. chromosome
.caqies no information for this feature. The vpearance of and bits .for the parents

. 'are:given hi 'the chart below. You are to predict the appearance of and the bits (XY.,..
'VI, and y) that will be carried by..the first- and secondleneratipn offspring olthe
.cross,..by filling in the blanks O. n your copy of .the chart. Remember that Xn. repre-
sentsthe normal trait.

PARENTS
t.,

APPEARANCE
Yellow body

. .FIRS-t-GENERATION
OFFspriuNG

SECOND-.GENERATION
OFFSPRING

,

APPEARANCE
Normal body

APPEARANCE . APPEARANCE

.1

APPEAR-ACE APPEARANCE APPEARANCE APPEARANCE

f

WYY Larry and Harry are identical twins. Like all identical .twins, they inherited exactly.
03-Exc 7-5-1A the, shine genetic material from their parents. Btit Larry .and Harry. do tiot,lOok

exactly alike iis adults.' Explain what might cause these differences.

WYY
.03-EXc..7-6-1A

c

- _Suppose you released one. hundred _green lizards and one hundred black liordS On a
'Certain rocky island a year agó, There is not Much vegetation on the isladd because.
it is Mostly new, black volcanic rock. (Thee in a while, the island is.yisited by birds
.which eiq lizards.

1. Would you predict that there are more of one kind of lizard than the other
3

. living on the island now?
.2. Explain, youf answer,

Plr

WYY
03-Exc 7-7-1A

'The peopk in a certain tribein EAst Africa think it is beautiful to have very king,
earToties. TO make their earlobes longer, they hang weights on, their earliibes to
stretch them. Suppose they did this for hundreds of years.

Do. yothink their children would .be born with bits of information:for
longer earlobes?
2. Explain your.answer..

%)

-



4.

USe your protractor to construct 'angles of 25° arid 108°.on your answer Sheet, and. .

label each of them.

IV
02-Exc 4-1-2A

;.:Animalswith different CharacteriStics often live in different areas,tat different food,.

.,, and havc..different enemies. The chart below shows some of the differences between

two kinds of animals.

CHARACITRISTICS

Type of animal

Livingarea

Main food

M(''t hod of
feeding'

'Enemies,

'ANIMAL A

large, hooved
animal,

open, flat
plains

grasses

grazes grass.

ANIMAL B

large memberS
the:cat,..

large bird

e

nests On mountain-.
ledges,:

.
animals

swoops d.own from
-the sky at high speed

1. Would it be,advantageous for. Aninial A to.haveits eyesin the' Skies of its

head ,orin the, front of its ne40?
.

2-State the reason for ycitir answer' t ,

3. Would it be advantageous for animal B to have .its,eycs in-the sides of its

head orin the front of its head?
. 4. State' the reason for your ans\ver.

Iv
. 027Exc 4-2-1A

1'

.,

When you classified yOUr fingerprints, using the standard prints Shown below,,,:you IV

probably noficed that your fingerprints were not exactly the same as any ofihe 02-pcc 4-3.-1A. .

. ,.

standard prints. Why didn't your fingerprints match any of the. Sample Prints?
,

Plain atth

,

"..""*""tNes.

'tented arch'...

Kb\..
Loop

eto

4
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IV
02-Exc 5-171A

Researchers tlitallY measUre The eharaefoistics of a pppuliition by makitig mea'sare-

.

ments on only a sa.inpl e. of tlie population, Why. 0o.ibey .use a-,saiiiple rather than.
measure the entire poPillation?

X ;

02-ixc 5-1-2A
,Which one of the curves below is a normal c,urve?

.

Graph a.

(#)
LL.

0 <
, cr

m
.2 a
23

Graph C.

_J
<

cc E
03-5

a.
4 Z

.,WIDTH

111111111
11111111111111111
11111111111111
araigull11111111

11111111111111111
11110101111111110

1/11111110111111111
/110111011111
/111111111111110111
1111111111111111C
WIDTH oF HAND

11111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1;1111111111NI

OF HAND

Graph b.

<
cr .

w
m >

z
WIDTH,OP HAND

Graph d.

1111111111111111111IIII111111
11111111111111111

/41111111111IIMMI
IIMMI1111111111
111/41111111
111U1111111111111L1111
It1111111111111111P4111111s1

1111
11111111111111
1111115111111
.11111111&11111
11111111111111111
111fi111111
111F/1EMM,61
PdUIUUUU
1111111111Imum
WIDTH OF HAND

IV SuiSp6se you were going to measure a continuous humaik variable such as height.
02-Exc 5-1-3A You would select a randOrii sample eopof Ple, Measure their.. haghts, and draw -a

.

graph of the results. Which of the graphs below would you expect your graph. to.
0

Graph a.

Graph c.

, INCREASING HEIGHT

INCREASING HEIGHT

Graph b.

INCREASING HEIGHT

Graph d. SEMOMM.
1.1111.111111rna
ONSOMMON
ONNOMMON
MMOMEMENO
grIONOIZE
111111111111111011111110

INCREASING HEIGHT

414

3.6
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4"'

. What is meant by randmh ample?

:

IV
P2-Exc

Researi_ters often spend .4, great ( (al 01. tinx and monLy &Ming a randonsamp1e.
What:is the pUrpoSe or -a random sample? 02fEka.5=1-5A.

Saliy wanted to`determine how many library books the average student in her school
read each month. She cOlildn't ask evQryone. in the. .-chool, so she decided to sele.d.

a -sample. She stood in the library and asked .the, first 25 students yho walked in
how many books they had re.ad during;the last month.

' Was'her sample a random sample?
2. Fxplain your answer.

IV
OZ-Exc 5-1-6A

+1,

,

b.


